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Abstract
The secondary source slits have been developed for specific hard X-ray beamlines at Taiwan Photon Source. Especially for Coherent X-ray Scattering and X-ray Nano-probe beamlines, severe specifications of the slits are more necessary to define proper beam sizes in horizontal and vertical directions at sample. The opening size of each pair of slits assembled orthogonally is usually needed to range within several microns, so the UHV-compatible piezo-driven stages with closed-loop system were adopted for the purposes of fine adjustment, precise positional accuracy and repeatability. To reduce X-ray scattering effect, the rectangular single-crystal film was bonded on the edge of the slit blade. The machined rotary weak-link structure and piezo-driven actuators were used to slightly adjust parallelism of each pair of the blades with the method of single-slit diffraction. To enhance structural and thermal stability, the granite plinths with specified shape were designed and the precise temperature controlling system will be set up recently. The overall design, mechanical specifications and procedure of testing for secondary source slits will be introduced in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
As small beam size is more required in hard X-ray beamlines at accelerators of synchrotron radiation around the world, the specifications of slits system become more critical. For example, the beam size between 1 - 10 μm both in horizontal and vertical directions at sample was design for the Coherent X-ray Scattering beamline at Taiwan Photon Source (TPS). The quality of beam spot with small size is influenced by unstable situation very easily, so mechanical stability of slits system needs to be considered comprehensively. For these reasons, the necessity of designing a new type of mono beam secondary source slits was taken into account. Recently we have developed a new type of stable slits system with severe specifications, such as the smallest opening size and parallelism between two blades on each pair of slits. The following sections will introduce design of secondary source slits, testing procedure and result, and precise temperature controlling system respectively.

DESIGN OF SECONDARY SOURCE SLITS
To achieve the expected performance, some commercial components used widely were adopted in the mono beam secondary source slits for their mature developing experience. And the specific design for accurate adjustment and mechanical stability were completed. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the schematic 3-D drawing and on-site view of secondary source slits installed in the Coherent X-ray Scattering beamline and located at 40.52 m from the center of two Insertion Devices respectively. Considering the optical design, the slits system is uncooled type because of locating after the Double Crystal Monochromator (DCM).

Figure 1: Schematic 3-D drawing of secondary source slits.

Figure 2: On-site view of secondary source slits installed in the Coherent X-ray Scattering beamline at TPS.

Specifications
Fig. 3 shows a 3-D model of main mechanism for secondary source slits. Gap between blades of each slit is maintained to produce zero beam. Two sets of piezo-driven actuator were adopted for their accurate size for each step and compatibility of ultra-high vacuum (UHV). Piezo stages with closed-looped system function for controlling opening size of each pair of slits, and their positional accuracy and repeatability are both less than 100 nm. Picomotors are used to adjust parallelism between blades of each
slit, and size for each step is less than 30 nm. Tungsten carbide is taken as material of blades. Specifically, rectangular single-crystal film is bonded on the edge of the slit blade to reduce X-ray scattering effect. The overall specifications of secondary source slits are specified in Table 1.

![3-D model of main mechanism for secondary source slits](image)

**Figure 3:** A 3-D model of main mechanism for secondary source slits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum</td>
<td>≤ 10⁻⁹ mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helium leak rate</td>
<td>≤ 5 × 10⁻¹⁰ mbar/l/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Tungsten carbide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Type WF20: 86.4% WC, 11.5% Co, 2.1% Others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GaAs single crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum opening size</td>
<td>13 mm (H) × 13 mm (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position resolution</td>
<td>≤ 0.006 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position repeatability</td>
<td>≤ 0.018 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positional accuracy</td>
<td>≤ 0.2 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism between blades</td>
<td>≤ 1 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of rotary adjustment</td>
<td>± 0.21 degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: The Overall Specifications of Secondary Source Slits

**Design of Mechanical Stability**

The rotary weak-link mechanism [1] was developed for slightly rotary movement with high stiffness and stability, so it is very suitable for adjustment of parallelism of two blades of each slit. The rotary weak-link structure is shaped with complex axisymmetric geometry and has 3 mm of thickness. Except for wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM), ordinary machining methods are not able to realize the design.

**Figure 4:** Result of finite-element analysis for rotary weak-link mechanism.

**TESTING PROCEDURE AND RESULT**

The parallelism between horizontal or vertical pair of blades is hard to measure because of its small opening size. Optical microscope, especially in high magnification, cannot be used due to limitation of depth of field. To overcome the difficulty of verifying the parallelism, the method of single-slit diffraction was used for its convenient observation. Based on the equation of Fraunhofer single-slit:

\[ y = \frac{m\lambda D}{a} \]

Symbols \( y \), \( m \), \( \lambda \), and \( a \) from above equation mean displacement from centreline for minimum intensity, order, wavelength of light, distance from slit and screen, and width of slit respectively. Helium-Neon laser with 543 nm of wavelength was used as the source of light in the testing system. Obviously if the displacement from centreline for first minimum intensity which means \( m \) equals one is measured, the width of slit can be calculated. Scanning from one side to the other is then made to observe variation of width.

**Figure 5** shows the diffraction pattern observed in the test of parallelism for horizontal slit. After adjusting rotary weak-link structure, the smallest variation of parallelism was about 0.3 μm less than that of specifications. This result represents not only the testing system is convenient for adjustment of parallelism, but the weak-link mechanism is effective for slightly rotary adjustment.
PRECISE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING SYSTEM

To minimize fluctuation of surrounding temperature for secondary source slits, a precise temperature controlling system is adopted. The system of secondary source slits is planned to be enclosed by a extruded-aluminum frame covered by double layers of plastic curtain and isolated from environment. A compact-type air handling unit (AHU) with coil-type heat exchangers shown in Fig. 6 supplies air with very stable temperature into the enclosed area. According to previous on-site test of this type of AHU in other beamline at TPS, variation of temperature for supplied air in exit port of AHU is within ±0.02 °C. It is also verified that variation of temperature of supplied air in inlet port of enclosed area is within ±0.03 °C.

CONCLUSION

A system of mono beam secondary source slits has been designed, fabricated, tested, and installed on the Coherent X-ray Scattering beamline at TPS. UHV-compatible piezo-driven actuators were used to control opening sizes in horizontal and vertical directions and adjustment of parallelism between two blades on each pair of slits respectively. A set of testing procedure based on single-slit diffraction was realized to measure the parallelism between blades, and the design value of parallelism was reached successfully. To reduce the influence of ambient temperature, a precise temperature controlling system will be applied to provide air with constant temperature for enclosed system of secondary source slits. On-site test will be made to acquire more results during the beam time of TPS. According to the results, upgrade will be considered to reach better performance for system of secondary source slits in the future.
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